We struggled with what to call our ultimate goal-entrenchment of the ACA? Institutionalization of its reforms? Eventually, we settled on a more unorthodox term: permanantizing the new coverage paradigm.
Andy had a strategic vision of a three-legged stool to support the successful implementation of the ACA: direct operational support for states through the State Network, consumer advocacy through Consumer Voices for Coverage, and rigorous research and monitoring of implementation, including tracking reports, the Health Reform Monitoring Survey, and programs like today's conference.
Each of these efforts reinforced the other. For instance, Andy recognized that states were at the forefront of implementation and, given their budget and capacity constraints, needed technical assistance and help learning from each other. At the same time, he believed in consumer advocacy and strategically decided to fund consumer advocates in those same states where we provided technical assistance, to push those states and to ensure transparency and accountability. Finally, he wanted to document the process to ensure that we could use our states as examples for the rest of the country and to show how implementation can be done-the good, the bad, and the ugly. And ironically, this nuanced approach was developed by a guy who was a fed at heart! He'd worked at HHS on intergovernmental affairs, tussling with states on waivers.
The JHPPL partnership that brings us together today is a terrific example of how Andy sought to bridge the gap between research and policy. He wanted policy makers to help shape the research agenda, and he wanted researchers to see the value in short, timely analysis that would inform and strengthen policy making. He was so proud of the work of many of you in this room, and proud of this effort and others to bring researchers and practitioners together.
Andy made the people he worked with better. Any idea that you had was probed and prodded, not because he didn't trust you or your idea, but because he knew that you could always be just a little better. And Andy could play three-dimensional chess-calculating several moves ahead, taking into account not just policy nuance but political challenges and operational realities.
Today, he would be proud that we have achieved the biggest expansion in health coverage since the 1960s. But he would want us to continue to push and probe, to ask tough and even uncomfortable questions, in order to strengthen the work we are doing and to ensure it is as relevant as possible to the coming debates and challenges.
